Abstract.-We present an averagi.ng procedure for the calculation of the Hall mobility for spatial and energetical disordered hopping systems in the framework of percolation theory. For a constant density of states function the temperature dependence of the Hall mobility follows a T-'j4-law with a slope which is by a factor of about 8/3 smaller than that of the coriductivity. The comparison with the self consistent Random Walk Theory of transport yields qualitatively the same results.
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M. Grunewald Abstract.-We present an averagi.ng procedure for the calculation of the Hall mobility for spatial and energetical disordered hopping systems in the framework of percolation theory. For a constant density of states function the temperature dependence of the Hall mobility follows a T-'j4-law with a slope which is by a factor of about 8/3 smaller than that of the coriductivity. The comparison with the self consistent Random Walk Theory of transport yields qualitatively the same results.
Introduction.-We consider hopping transport in model systems where sites are randomly distributed in space and site energies are distributed accordi-ng to a given density of states function N(E). The elementary process governing the Hall Effect is assumed to be the three site interference process due to Holstein'. The model we consider for the calculation of the DC-Hall-mobility !.IH was introduced by Bottger and Bryksin ( B B )~ and Friedman and Pollak (FP) 3 . The problem of R-hopping conduction (no energy fluctuations), they tackle, was transformed irto the calculation of the average transverse current which develops in the equivalent random resistor network with extrinsic currents. In the spirit of percolation theory the average has then been performed in different ways over the percolation path and the results for !.IH of BB and FP were quite differe~t. On the other hand, Movaghar et a1.4 derived an expression for the conductivity in disordered systems starting from a completely different point of view, namely the microscopic description of a random walk. Movaghar, Pohlmann and w"rtz5 extended this theory to yield the transverse conduct-ivity. They showed that the random walk expression for !.IH in the low density regime is quite close to that one found by BB. They have the same dependence on the site density and differ only by a constant prefactor of about 30. But one should remember that in percolation theory it is somewhat difficult to calculate prefactors. The different approaches and results are discussed in detail in ref. 5 .
The models so far considered deal with the so called R-hopping problem where only spatial disorder is ?resent. In this paper we follow the work of BB but we allow for fluctuations in the site cnergies as well. In the framework of percolation theory we present an averaging procedure to calculate the Hall mobility for a given density of states function. The basic Eormalism for calculating the Aall mobility is given, in more detail in ref. 6 . As an example for systems including energy fluctuations we consider a constant density of states, yielding Mott's law for the conductivity In n/oo = -(T~/T) 'I4. For uH we find In UH/UH, = -(T~/T) 'I4 with Tg :
The magnitude of uH is rather small (2 1 0 -~c m~/~s ) if parameters characteristlc for hopping near the Fermi level in amorphous semiconductors are chosen.
The conductivity ox,.-As shown by Miller and brah hams^, the problem of DC-hopping conduction is eq-alent to the calculation of the conductivity of a resistor network. The impedances of this network Zij are determined by the two site thermal eqnili.brium jumpe rate 1'. . between sites i and j where v20 is a frequency prefactor and a-' the decay length of the localized states. Percolation theory is based on the concept that nearly all of the current is carried by a critical path (or a system of critical paths), the conductivity of which is determined essentially by the largest impedance on this path (or on a section of it). This critical impedance will be written in terms of a critical exponent S /~T as
The conductivity of the whole system is then approximately where the characteristic length L cannot be determined by percolation theory alone. It can roughly be taken as the separation of sites where critical paths intersect. The critical path is formed by impedances all smaller than Z , .
The number n(Ei,S) of such impedances linked tc a given site i with energy Ei is obtained by integrating over the volume of the "cone capped cylinders" r with 3 1 ~( E . , E . ) (12), ( 4 ) . and (1) with (2) into eq. (11) and dcviding by axXeH we obtain the Hall mobility u~ The configurational average <...>c is performed as We remark in agreement: with (BB) that there is an uncertainty in the preexponential factors of the conductivity ox, and Hall conductivity BXy because in percolation theory there exists no unambiguous scheme for calculatir~g prefactors. If one is interested in the correct prefactors one should use the more sophisticated , numerical results show in the low temperature and low density regime the same qualitative behaviour (~-l/'-law) as obtained by the percolation theory described in this paper.
We have presented an averaging procedure for the Hall mobility for spatial and energetical disordered hopping systems in the framework of percolation theory. The treatment applied in this O paper is based on a model of the Hall effect where three site processes dominate and where the transition rates are describable by eq. (1) , e.g. due to s-like wavefunctions. For a constant density of states model the absolute value of the Hall mobility p~ is quite sensitive to the value of To/T. The temperature dependence of y~ follows a T-'l4-law with a slope which is approximately by a factor 8/3 smaller than that of the conductivity.
